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Couples Costume Ideas For Halloween

Couples costume ideas for Halloween are fun. You can choose from funny, sexy or scary couples costumes.
Check out the wonderful costumes we have for the two of you.

Sept. 13, 2009 - PRLog -- Couples costume ideas for Halloween are just plain fun. Why not match your
mate when your going to a Halloween costume party!  First, choose the kind of couples costume you like.
 Pick a funny couple or a famous couple, sexy or even a scary couple! 

Scary Couples Costume Ideas

The Gothic Vampire and the Gothic Vampira are perfect for a scary costume idea for two. There are even
custom Vampire fangs in a coffin that are a fun, but scary,  accessory for men.  For women there are  
"Love Bites" Deluxe Custom Fangs and they come is a cute heart box. Just slip the fangs onto your own
teeth, they are more comfortable than one of those plastic mouthpiece with fangs on it.

To complete your scary costume choose some of the Vampire wigs that are available.   There is the Modern
Vampire Wig for men.  The ladies get to choose from several including  the Goth Vampira Wig or the
Vamp Wig.  Why not add a piece of Gothic jewelry,  the  Blood Stone set is fitting, even Vampira loves her
jewels.  Get some liquid blood caps or the Everlasting Kiss Kit to make your costume complete.  If you
love shoes, like I do, you will really love the black and red Vampyra adult shoes with an open toe.

Don't want to be a bloodsucker?  How about the Mummy King and Mummy Queen costumes or match the
Skeleton Zombie with the Mummy Bride. For the engaged or married couple, the Corpse Groom and
Corpse Bride are a popular pair.  Add a black rose bouquet, no bride should be without a bouquet of flowers
on her wedding day.

Sexy Couples Costume Ideas

The Devil Elite costume is a handsome look for a man and it is perfect if his lady is dressed up in the
Devil's Delight costume.  What a pair these two little Devils will make as they stroll into a party. It will be
quite an entrance to see this dashing Devil with a beautiful Devil Woman on his arm.

Some people think the military costume look is sexy.  And it is if you are looking at the Seafaring Sailor
costume for a man.  Match it with the Sexy Sailor Adult Costume for women, make sure you check out the
cute Matey Shoes.  I love these matching shoes!  They are sexy, ladies!  Blue and white  "Matey" peep-toe
shoes that are topped with a white bow and a red  anchor.  These are shoes that could launch a fleet!

If you are more of a sports fan, the  Pleated Penalizer Referee  woman's costume accompanied by a pair of
 Taylor Boots, these boots are really sneakers.  For that rugged man, try the Tight End Adult Costume or
the Everlast Boxer outfit. Ref, watch out for unnecessary roughness going on here!

Robin Hood and Robyn Hood are a the perfect couples costume for  Renaissance minded costume seekers.
 Renaissance costumes are a popular choice this Halloween season.  Robin Hood is known for robbing from
the rich and giving to the poor, so bring some gold coins to hand out to your less fortunate friends.

Fun Loving Couples Costume Ideas

Loving couples and couples with a sense of humor will get a kick out of the Old Ball and Chain costume.
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 This funny couples costume comes with a strap so you two are connected.  You can take it off it you like.
 Perfect for newlyweds. 

A couple more funny couple costume ideas are the Plug and Socket costume or  the Bacon and Eggs.  There
is no question at all, these costumes belong together.  Make your friends laugh when they see these
humorous get ups.  Maybe you will win the funniest costume prize.

1960's and 1970's Couple Costume Ideas

Yeah Baby, it's groovy.  Halloween is a groovy time and it's perfect for the I Got You, Babe, costume ideas.
 Sonny and Cher are the inspiration for this fun loving, hippie costume idea.   This costume fits in with the
1960's and 1970's costume party theme.   

1950's Couple Costume Ideas

If you want to go back to the days of Sock Hops,  Golden Oldies costumes are perfect for you.  Choose the
greaser look with a Pink Lady jacket and a Black Leather jacket for your man.  Go dressed as Sandy and
Danny from Grease.   The other popular cotume look from the 1950's is the Poodle Skirt or the Cheerleader
costume.  Of course, the ultimate 1950's guys costume is the King, yep, Elvis.  What cheerleader wouldn't
love to go to the party with him? 

Your going to have a blast at the Halloween costume party this year when you dress up in a funny, sexy,
scary  couples costume.

# # #

PartyIdeasParade.com has a great selection of couples costume ideas for Halloween. Come on and visit our
couples costume page at http://www.partyideasparade.com/couples-costume-ideas.html You can find lots of
other Halloween costume ideas at http://www.partyideasparade.com/halloween-costumes.html Check out
our selection of Halloween party supplies.
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